
Make Your Mark

MESSAGE FROM THE CEO

A Big Hello to all our 
customers. With the 
TroPro tradeshows 
starting in Sydney 
on the 19th May, 
followed by Pacprint 
Melbourne, Tropro 
Melbourne and then Brisbane,  
we are looking forward to the 
opportunity they present to catch up 
with all our customers. 

If you are attending any of these 
events, stop by our booth and say 
G’day. Be the first to receive samples 
of two great new products. Lucent and 
Message Board are being released at 
these shows. 

Rowmark Australia are now officially 
the DCS UV-LED printer distributors 
for NSW, SA and WA and we will have 
one on our Tropro Sydney stand. I 
have been very impressed with the 
capabilities of DCS, from creating 
raised braille signage to printing directly 
on polyester sport tees, to trophies  
and awards.

With Rowmark’s expanding range of  
UV-LED print receptive, laserable 
materials, the custom market has  
never looked better. Remember quality 
does matter!

Best Regards,

Cory Bourne, CEO

T: 1300 023 370   F: 02 8580 4450  
E: sales@rowmark.com.au

Unit 10/167 Prospect Hwy, Seven Hills NSW 2147
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GOOD TO GO WITH 
LASERGLOW

As creators of a range of signage that ranges 
from specialist metal printed products to 
photochemical machining of bespoke civic 
art and creative pieces, the team at Insignius 
Signs, (part of Engraving Services Co) are 
experts in the field. 

Kathy and Peter bought Engraving Services 
Co in 2003 and Allied Metal Printers and 
Engravers (AMPE Signs) in 2008: AMPE was 
renamed Insignius under the ESC brand. 
Peter had worked in the protective coatings 
industry and Kathy had many years running 
small business and has been a professional 
photographer branching into specialist artistic 
work.

Recently, the company had to produce a range 
of safety and wayfinding signage for client 
AWD/ASC Alliance. This required the use of, 
“photo luminescent products intermixed with 
our own bespoke photo luminescent product 
range,” said Kathy Vasic, Insignius Distinctive 
Signage. The company chose to go with a 
trusted product, LaserGlow from Rowmark. 

“Laser Glow has been the product we use 
due to its quality, specifications and technical 
back up data,” said Kathy. “As a result it has 
allowed us to utilise LaserGlow in our photo 
luminescent product mix for Marine, Defence 
and Ship building requirements.”

“What is also important is that Rowmark 
back their products with quality technical 
and safety data that is congruous with 
our data transparency and professional 
standards. The support from Rowmark 
Australia assisting our company to meet 
deadlines and their forthright delivery of 
information with specifications and technical 
assistance left all other alternatives wanting. 
The shrug of the shoulders responses from 
other suppliers made our decision to run 
with Rowmark Australia a simple  
decision. Rowmark have a great team of 
dedicated professionals. Tom Johns  
always goes beyond what one would 
normally expect from a supplier. Service, 
quality and competitiveness are what count, 
and Rowmark Australia hits the sweet spot.”

/// Continued on page 4

Insignius Distinctive Signage chooses Rowmark LaserGlow for important 
photo luminescent safety and wayfinding signage project. 

Rowmark’s Photoluminescent Laserglow in  
normal daytime lighting

Rowmark’s Photoluminescent Laserglow with the 
lights switched off
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This edition of our SOM is limited to 18 sign packs for non-account 
customers. For account customers, our SOM packages are available to 
account customers as an inventory items.

With 28 different product groups across the Rowmark range, we know many 
customers are unaware of the diverse and different solutions we can deliver.

With this month’s special PacPrint Sign of the Month using a combination 
of Rowmark’s ColorHues, Lasermax and ADA laminates. we are celebrating 
a renown Melbourne establishment with Mr TULK.  This is a café and dining hall in Melbourne 
CBD, name after  Mr Tulk and pays homage to Augustus Henry Tulk the library’s first Chief Librarian who 
helped build the library’s impressive collection in his 17 years on the job.

SOM sign packs consist of everything needed to replicate this sign including the cdr design file,   
providing a practical and cost effective way to introduce you to a range of Rowmarkable sign opportunities.

We hope to provide your business with great sign sample 
that you can customise by changing the name and 
details, to use pitch for new business and opportunities. 
Our SOM costs are charged out on a square millimetre 
rate for ONLY the material required and nothing more.  
So no wastage or extra charges for the full, half or quarter 
sheets normally required providing savings of 43% on 
material costs (including stand offs) with Mr Tulk.

Fabricate with a laser, engrave or UV-LED print, or use a 
combination of equipment and promote your capabilities 
with a great sign and “Make your Mark” and “Make it 
Count” with Rowmark .

For further information and pricing contact  
sales@rowmark.com.au

T: 1300 023 370   F: 02 8580 4450   E: sales@rowmark.com.au Unit 10/167 Prospect Hwy, Seven Hills NSW 2147
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Sample Fabrication 
Piece Sizes.  Does 

not reflect minimum 
sheet sizes

Pieces 
included 
in SOM 

pack

For 
Estimating 
pieces per 
full sheet

342-401 UltramattesReverse Black 3.2mm 600mm x 400m 1 3
LM922-204 LaserMAX White/Black 1.6mm 600mm x 400mm 1 3

321-501 ADA Blue 1.6mm with adhesive 70mm x 70mm 1 136
321-901 ADA Green 1.6mm with adhesive 70mm x 70mm 1 136
321-661 ADA Pink 1.6mm with adhesive 70mm x 70mm 1 136

CH341-101 ColorHues Clear Matte 600mmx 200mm 1 6
311-401 ADA Black .8mm with adhesive 250mm x 200mm 1 12
DPF-602 Metro Double Stand Offs Pk 4 Black 1pk N/A

3M467 4 pieces with 3M double sided tape. complimentry

Rowmark's combination  - Mr Tulk

Our special Pacprint SOM featuring Mr Tulk is limited to only 18 sign packs. For account customers these are 
available as a inventory item. Limited of only one sign per company. Prices are current as of May 2017 and 

are subject to change without notice.

Full Sheet (nominal) sizes 1220mm x 610mm, 1/2 sheet 610 x 610mm 1/4 sheet  sheets 610 x 300mm. SOM packs is priced 
based only mm sq on 
only what material is 

needed 

SIGN OF THE MONTH: Mr Tulk
All SOM packages are available for purchase online to Rowmark’s  
account customers. There is a limit of only 18 SOM packs available  
to non-account customers. 

This Corel Draw feature story I want to take a look at how 
easy it is to use our Rowmark Color Snap App check out 

the point of different with Rowmark’s helpful industry tools.

It is awesome for Colour Matching of company logo’s or 
corporate branding. You can take a photo on the spot and 

give a PMS, CMYK, HEX or RGB value. This is an excellent tool 
for helping you land some larger corporate contracts. I will be using this app at the 

TroPro Sydney and Brisbane shows as part of my Corel Draw seminars.

Come and say hello and learn some more trips and tricks on Corel Draw.

HOW DOES IT WORK
Using an easy-to-use filtering tool, Rowmark’s Color Snap Match app will help users 
discover Rowmark materials that match their colour needs… in two simple steps.  
First, simply take a photo of the colour that you would like to find in the Rowmark range or 
select a photo from your device’s photo gallery. Next, select from a list of predetermined 
“product filters” based on the project needs (e.g. laserable, front engravable, ADA 
compliant, outdoor weatherable, etc.)

The app returns suggested Rowmark “colour match” materials, including product names, item codes and plies, along with an image  
of the colour or pattern. It also returns complete colour details, including the CMYK, RGB, Pantone and Hex numbers of the colour.
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As we grow older many  things have the potential to frustrate . From other people, to changes in the 
way things are done, to the frustrations of not being able to do something that you use to.

If it is something you can influence, then get in there and do what you can to get the outcome you 
want. However, if it is something you have no control over, it is best to accept and deal with it the best 
way you can. Otherwise, the stress and anxiety you generate internally can damage your health. All that 
worry is not worth it.

You will usually find that people who can accept what life deals them and move on are the happiest and 
most contented. With each passing moment, the amount of life we have decreases, so why waste even 
a second being upset or frustrated about something out of your control?
David is a highly qualified exercise physiologist, speaker and presenter specialising in aging and wellbeing. His series 
of humorous illustration that are thought out the book highlights his serious message that health is our greatest asset 
in old age and that your attitude makes the difference between thriving and surviving. Further details about David 
can be found at davidbeard.co and exercise.com.au

Health and Wellness – Expectations and Attitudes
With each edition we would like to share illustrations from David Beards 

great little book called, “If I’d only known I’d live this long”.

Surface Engraving 
(including Burnishing and Diamond Drag) 
Burnishing
Burnishing is a surface marking technique intended for 
coated metals – usually lacquered brass where the coating 
is removed to expose the bare metal. It is a method of rotary 
engraving on metals that tends to bridge the gap between 
diamond drag (scratch engraving) and routing.

Application
The most common application is on the brass plates or 
trophies and plaques. Burnishing can also be done on 
materials other than brass. However, much of the success or failure depends on the hardness of the material.
Since burnishing is a surface marking technique, it is critical that the tip of the burnishing tool does not penetrate the surface
of the material by an appreciable amount.

Burnishing Tools
The tool used for burnishing is called a “burnisher” which is a rotating tool that is used in a motorized spindle. It is usually a carbide 
or carbide-tipped tool that is ground with four facets. 
Two of the facets form an angled chisel edge on the center 
of the tool.

Process
Since the purpose of burnishing is to remove the coating from 
the surface a the material, the key to achieving successful 
results lies in the amount of downward pressure that is exerted 
on the tool. A burnishing tool is not a cutter and if too much 
pressure is applied, the tool will be forced into the material 
resulting in a rough, ragged stroke. Ideally,the tip of the tool 
should “float” over the surface with only enough pressure to 
remove the coating without digging into the metal.

GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING CUTTERS, FONTS AND TYPOGRAPY

Cutter 
Corner
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GOOD TO GO WITH 
LASERGLOW
“Working with LaserGlow was easy, it’s a quality material that 
exhibits consistency producing excellent products,” said Kathy. 

The completed work achieved the desired results, meeting all the 
expectations and standards required for this type of wayfinding 
signage. 

People tend to forget how important luminescent wayfinding 
signage is until they actually need it, so it’s reassuring to know that, 
in this instance, the best product for the job is in use. 

It’s easy to see why the Insignius team have so much on the go, 
their collaborative creativity lets them push boundaries with a range 
of mediums and processes, becoming the go to company for 
large format photo chemical milling processes, specialists in Brass, 
Bronze, Copper, Stainless Steel and Aluminium. 

“There are processes that we have developed that allow us 
to assist a variety of like minded and competitor companies, 
architects and designers across Australia,” said Kathy.  
“The in-house design and production extends past the basic 
fundamental aspects and incorporates absolute specialist metal 
processing and decoration capabilities that allow extreme long life 
products, signs and interpretive structures to be developed and 
installed.
To find out more about Insignius Distinctive Signage, you can visit 
www.insignius.com.auwww.insignius.com.au

/// Continued from page 1

Product Highlights

Rowmark’s 
LaserGlow™  
is a non-radioactive 
flexible plastic substrate, 
that is the ideal choice 
for exit, emergency and 
wayfinding signage.

Specially engineered to exceed the 
photoluminescent standards set by 
many municipalities and organizations, 
including New York City Local Law 26. 

In strict lighting term ( see 
IEC 60050-845-23:1987 
and ISO 3864-1) Rowmark’s  
laserGlow is a “phosphorescent 
lmaterial”. Phosphorescence is 
photoluminesecence delayed by 
storage of energy in an intermediate 
energy level. The luminescence of these 
material is caused by absorption of optical radiation. 
Laserglow does not use radioactive sources to function.


